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I. Results of 1940 
C OMRADES, the.year 1940 was marked by a new socialist advancement . and the furthir progress, of &e Soviet 
Union. Neither the economic crisis in the '=apitalist countries 
nor imperialist war has been able to halt, or could have $halted, 
the development of out national economy: - ' 
The soviet emtromic system is not liable .to the in%uence 
of the fevers which are constantly )attacking capitalist ecmomy, 
especially under the blows. of crises axid wars. Nevertheless; 
we too have something to leam from the lessom of. the present 
1 . ' :  - imperialist war. 
-J-.Modern hperialist war, regarded fmin the technical and 
economic standpoint, is a war of engines: engines iri the ah 
and engines! oh land. The relative strength of the two belo 
ligerent groups of capitalist countries is to a large ,extent 
.determined by the production of engines. Engines require 
a high level of technique and large quantities of oil and non- 
ferrous metals. The entire industry of the capitalist countries, 
including that of the United States of herick ,  is being re- 
constructed along these lines. 
5 ' 
Modem imperialist war is also to 3. large extent a war of 
reserves. The protracted nature of the war, its destruc&ve 
character, and the breakdown of the &ourgeois international 
system of division of labor all demand the accumulation by 
the belligerent imperialist countries of 'huge raw material, 
fuel, metal and production reserves. 
The Soviet Union cannot close its eyes to these technical, 
economic aria other features of modem warfare, and it is 
taking measures to equip its national economy with up-to-date 
technique and generally to keep the country in a proper state 
of preparedness. 
I shall cite the most general indices showing the growth of 
production in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and in 
the United States of America during the past few years. If 
we take the level of 1929 as loo, output in 1940 was as follows: ' 
United States of America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 i 
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics . . 534 
In INQ, even with the military mobilization of industry, 
the United States of America, according to the latest figures, 
increased its output compared with i g ~ g  by only 11 per cent. 
But in .the same period the Soviet Union increased 'the output 
of socialist industry by 430 per cent. 
Such are the laws of capitalist and socialist reproduction. 
At the same time, economically, that is, in respect to output 
per head of population, we, asyou know, are still behind the 
United States of America-our output of steel, coal and elec- 
tricity being one-third or ohe-fourth of the latter's. We have 
still to make good this discrepancy, or, in other words, to 
solve the principal economic task of the U.S.S.R. 
The national economy of the U.S.S.R. is developing system- 
atically in accordance with the laws of extended socialist re- 
production, which implies, first and foremost, a steady growth 
of production in all branches of the national economy. 
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In the 'firit' threi year$ bf the Third Five-Year Plan the 
indastiial output of the U.S.S.R. increased from g~,5oo,ooo,ooo 
rubles in ' i g ~ j  to' i87,~oo,~?,ooo rubles in 1940, or by qq 
pe* cent. ' This 'inciuiles -an. increase in the output of the 
machin;-building aid metal-working industry of 76 per cent. 
In respect to the out+k of the defense industry, the govern- 
ment was guided By a sim$e truth, namely, if you want to be 
prepared for any- "surprises," if you do not want our people 
to be cakht ti*;~war;eS, keep ybur. powder dry and do not 
stint means on the'production of airctaft, tanks, armaments, 
- \ 
warship and shells. . .  
The bitput of means of production ih industry iri 1940 
increased by 13.8 pe*. bent as .corn+ared '&it!h 1989, and by 
52 per cent asa coinpared with 1937. 'The d ~ p u t  of articles of 
consumption increased in i 946 y 7 per ceni $s: compared with 
1939. and by gg per cent as*cbmpbt?d with'igbj. The inciease 
of .pfodunion in the 'Soviet Union was accompanied by a 
recon&thclibfi of .~ndustr~; especially of the 'machine-btiildinF 
industryy .fok the ' itu$mei' bf pfoducing ' th& ' most advance'd 
and up-to-date eqiu!pment needed by the national economy 
and kbr the defknse of the kountii. ' 
Nevertheless, the' lj~ovisihs 'bf the n i r d  Five-year Plan 
regards rate :df idme& 'of iiichiitxial output were soikwht 
underfu1fi;Pldii~ Initkad ' of. $4 pei tent, as ' stipulated b;y the - 
~iviiL~eah P I ~ G ~  the actua! a+eragee anndii rate of incrkask ' of 
oiztput ili th& past' 'three yt& whs ;iboit i i  per cent.'  his 
undeP-fiiifiIrh+t~.kif 'the plan a6 r-%arch rdte of increase of 
production wai :diefly dbe €0. the fact that the iron and stekl 
industry at the beghning 'of the Third ~ i v e i ~ e a r  plan period 
lagged behind the estabfrsfied plan. 
Railway freight 'tsafic increased from 3g;n,~m,oooYooo t n- 
kilometers in iggg to ~og,ooo,ooo,ooo ton-kilometers in 1940. 
River-borne freight increased from 34,600,000,om ton-kilo- 
meters ' in 1939 to g6,ooo,ooo,ooo ton-kilometers. However, 
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there are grave defects in the work of the railways: we still 
have irrational haulage of freight, which places an unneces- 
sary burden on the railways, while the restricted trafEc capac- 
ity of a number of sections and lines has not been,eliminatd. 
There has been an increase in gross harvest of grain, 
sugar beet, sunflower seed, potatoes and yegetables. The grain 
crop of the U.S.S.R. in 1940 amounted io about 7,~oo,ooo,ooo 
pOods.* 
In 1940 the increase in live+?& in the collective farms was: 
large horned cattle by 32 per cent, hogs by 15 per cent, sheep 
by 25 per cent, aid goats by 94 per cent. Socialized collective 
farm animal hugbadry is confidently increasing its share in 
thk tom1 head of livestock of the country. 
~ x t m d e a  ;oiiiil;lkt production further implies a steady 
increme in E~F&[ i~ t  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u l a t i o n ,  whi+ is above aU apparent 
in the . l e y 1  of capital in.vestqe,ni. . . 
' ~ ~ t a i  &pita1 investments in the , natiqnal economy of the 
US.S%R. =ounted .in 19.40; to ! q e a y  g $ . o w , o o ~ , ~  rubles 
(in&a,'ilng , ,  abod t , ~,-.OOONQO rubles pf .deceptrajized capital ' 
investment). . .  I !  
ri&ng the first three ye&'of the yhiid $he-yeear plan the 
velum of capital iyvestrnen-ts, in &eJ:n9~onirl ecopomy, of .the 
U.S.S.R. totaled , roS,wo,~.oqq,  ~pb@y. . (Fncluding 17.500,- 
+,- ., +hies ,Qf & i e p ~ i z e d  ~ $ 4  ipvqtgeqts). , . . , 
, ~ u r i n g ,  the &t &re,,: . y e q ,  uf,: *. jThicd F i v ~ Y e a  Plan 
stit6 industry ,(not including: d$rict i,pdustry of .q local. Ehu- 
a&), was reidforced bf' th? 'puttiw into operation of a b u t  
2,900 new mills, ' , factqriei, m i q ,  pawer stations and other 
plants. ' k t ,  me remind yo& @zit t@oughout the whole period 
oi the First Fiye-Year Plan a tot@. o f ,  1,500 new industxial 
plants were put into operation in,the U.SS.R 
. 
The e&ct of he new plants put into operation in the first 
three years of the Third Five-Year Plan has been to increase 
the capacity of the coal mines by 5iY0o0,0o0 tons, the3Apacity 
of the pow- stations by approximately 2,400,000 kilowatts, 
the capacity of the blast furnaces by ~,goo,ooo tons of pig 
iron, and the .capacity of the cotton textile mills by about 
i,ooo,ooo spindles, besides other production capacities. 
how eve^, the plan of capital development and of putting 
new 'plants into operation has not been quite fulfilled. 
Exfctided iocialist reptoduction in the U.S.S.R. furthe; im- 
plies 'a .deady rise in the material $tahdozd of the working 
people, dn increase in theif consumptim. 
The absolute increase of the national income in the first 
three- years of the Third Five-Year Plan, calculated at fixed 
pGces, hm&nted to gg,500y600;ooo ~bleS ,  the rise being from 
g6,oooYooo,ooo ~ b l e s  iri 1987 to in5,tjooyaoo,ooo rubles in 
1'940. 
m e T  aggregate "payroll in the national economy d the 
-U.S.S:R. incliead* in the branches of industry envisaged in 
the Third Five-Year Plan; fiom 8n,~oo,ooo,ooo rubles in 1937 
to ~ ~ ~ , ~ w , o o o , ~  rubfes in '1d~~0, or by 50 per cent. 
- The monetary incomes of the colleqtive farms increased from 
i~,zoo,ooopooo rubles in 1937 to 18,500,000,ooo rubles in 1939. 
Prelimihq. data.fbr 1940 indicate a funher considerable in- 
crease' in &e income of the collective farms, in money and in 
kind, as c&p&ed with 1989. 9. * 
State and cooperative retail. made increased from 136,000,- 
ooo,ooo rubles in 1937 to 1~4,5ooYooo,0o0 rubles in 1940. 
Thus, in spite of the hostilities on the hontias of the Soviet 
Union in iggg5 and the beginning of 1940, the national econ- 
omy of. the U.S.S.R. has in the past year made a big stride 
toward t l ie  fulfilment of the Third Five-Year Plan, confidently 
gaining momentum from month to month. 
Of tbe results for 1940, special mention should be made of 
the beginnings of a considerable increase in the smelting of 
metal and the extraction of fuel. 
Toward the end of 1940 the average daily output of pig 
iron had increased to 46,ooo-q7,ooo t&s, as against 4 o y ~  tons 
at the end of 1937. + 
The daily output of steel increased to 58,0~5g,ooo tons, as 
against 50,000-51,000 tons at the end of 1937. 
The daily output of coal in the mines of the People's Com- 
missariat of the Coal Industry had increased by the end of 
1940 to 467,000 tons, as against 370,000 at the end of 1937- 
The average daily output of oil and gasoline at the end of 
1940 had risen to g7~ -g8 ,ooo  tons, as against 84,&o-86,wo 
tons at the end of 1937. 
In spite of these increases, the progress that has begun in 
the metallurgical aqd fuel -industries cannot be regarded as 
adequate. The increase in the output of metal falls short of 
the provisions of the Third Five-Year Plan and is still not 
sufficient to cover the growing requirements of the national 
economy of the U.SS.R. The oil industry likewise continues . 
to lag behind the provisions of the Third Five-Year Plan. 
Of the results for 1940, mention should also be made of the 
improvement in labor discipline and the increase in working 
time spent by workers and ofke employees in production. 
The improvement in the activities of industry and the trans- 
port services in the latter half of 1940 was in a large measure 
due to improved labor discipline and increased working hours. 
This was most of all to be observed in such branches of the 
extracting industry as ore mining and coal mining, which, 
in their turn, provided a production base for the advancement 
of metallurgy and other branches of the national economy. 
However, by no means all the plants and People's Commis- 
sariats made full use of the potentialities for increased produc- 
tion created by the Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme 
Soviet of the U.S.S.R. of June 26, 1940. The People's Commis- 
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sariat of the Timber Industry and the People's Commissariat 
of the Building Materials Industry rank first among the Peo- 
ple's Commissariats in this respect. Although the plants of 
these industrial commissariats somewhat improved their ac tivi- 
ties in the latter half of the year, nevertheless their plans for 
I gqo were considerably under-fulfilled. The People's Com- 
missars of the Timber and the Building Materials Industries 
must draw a serious lesson from this fact. 
In  1940 conditions were created for an acceleration of the 
rate of development of industry and of the entire national 
economy of the U.S.S.R. as compared with the earlier years 
of the Third Five-Year Plan. Chief among these conditions are: 
(a) The beginnings of an advance of the metallurgical and 
fuel industries, which creates a solid basis for the development 
of the entire national economy; 
(b) The increase in working time by about 15 per cent as 
compared with the earlier years of the Third Five-Year Plan 
and a decided improvement in labor discipline. 
The most vital and decisive condition for further progress 
is that the attention of the Party organizations be turned to 
the necessity of displaying the maximum concern for the needs 
and interests of industry and transport. 
Such are the principal economic results of the year 1940. 
11. Economic Plan for 1 94 1 
* 
- CP* 
The tasks of the national economic plan for 1941 follow 
from the decisions of the Eighteenth Congress of the C.P.S.U. 
on the Third Five-Year Plan of National Economic Develop- 
ment. The state <plan for 1941 adopted by the Central Com- 
mittee of the C.P.S.U.?, and the Council of People's, Commis- 
sars of the U.S.S.R, proqeds from the following tasks: 
First, to co~o l i&tc  OUT economic independence in relation 
to the capitalkt w ~ r l d ; ,  we .must not depen@nt on the 
capitabt ecpnQmy,. egpqcially : as regards metallurgy . ind 
machine building. 
Ensuring the . Soviet Union's , economic independence in 
relation to the capitalist world is one o f  the forms of our 
struggle against .capitalism. The impaialist war, by closlhg 
the in the majority of the capit+l$t countries, has 
only served .to lay add& stress on this taslr. In the plan for 
1941 it 'is met, by, accelerating the increask of production of 
special types of machines and of rare met~ls, as well as by the 
program for tbe erection of new plants, especially in the 
sphere of machine building and metallurgy. 
Second, the plan for rg41 Proceeds from the task of deoelop- 
ing socialist production to the utmost in all branches of the 
nptional economy, which implies a further step toward the 
completion of the construction of dassless, socialist society in 
the U.S.S.R. 
In the plan for 1941 this task is met by the rapid rate of 
development of socialist industry, especially in its leading 
branches, as well as of transport and agriculture. 
Third, the plan for rgqr proceeds from the task of not 
allowing any disproportion between the various branches of 
the national' economy, and,of making good any discrepancies 
that may arise by increasing the.&ute resews and creating 
new resemres. . . .  I f s  
As you know, the proportion between, the vwi*us bra&hes 
national e m m y  of .the USSR. cbpges in acqoqdance 
with the tasks which tha:,Euty agd govemwaent lay upon the 
national economy. As far as the plpn  fa^. 1943. is concerned, 
fhe S* lqf sot .dlowia,g anyi dipprqporti~ ktwgen N. various 
branches of %be national ecp-y. jggplim. iqqeasing the rate 
of development of metallurgy a&, m;rJlim buildiq,; and 
hence . ~ f  & wble groyp of- io#waies . producipg . means of 
production. It is particularly necessary to increase f&er the 
output of igo% steel, non-feyro* ;pd a d  ~ i l ,  I ; ~ 4  to 
develop all b r a d e s  of rmahb~; b t94i&W@WPk . 
The state plan of majonal W ~ Z . Q ~ R ~  , ,devc1~p.m~t i I  f 
the U.S.S.R. for 1g.p adopted by the Central Committee of the 
C:P.S.U. and the Coqcil,, o f . ,  People's Commissars of 
the U.S.S.R. envisages thk-follo&i~~~ principal economic tasks: 
T q  . .iqcre+, ,&=, gross oytput of %e, , Wytriq r -  of the 
u$$*:$* : ~o 1fin&m4,09qt* k b ~ e s ~  fepqyenting an /-iqease . pf , 
'7 or 18 per cent as c o q p ~ e d  with iggo; - T  
. , i t 3 v  
To increase the output of-pig irdn to 18,000,ooo tons, of 
steel to ~0,400.0~) tow land of rolled steel to 15,800,000 tons; 
. , .  
- Tb '&se the .output sf coal to igl,ooo,ooo tons, of oil and 
. . . , ,  
gw to 3&+t*,'""* 'a ( J f , ~ ? t  $9 p&*Isoo; , . ., . , - , ,: j , ; 
To raise the output of the mad&e;bp$diqij ,itz&qtry by 
26 per cent ;rs twmpmed .with igpo; . , . , .  . . I- A 
TO increase the capacity of the power stations by ~ , p j o , m  
A i T 9 , i n a ~ & a g r ~ ~ h ~ ~ p b y 8 p r 3 ~ t ; - ~ . t , ,  , > .  
T o l a ! ~ n s ~ ~ e  tiK {aat mge daily&~&g d -logtemp cuson  the 
railways; ., , r . -  , , , . r . - I '  , 
T o  increase the turnover of state and cooperative retail 
trade to i g~,ooo,ooo,ow rubles; 
To increase productivity of labor in8 industry and building 
construction by 12 per cent; rc'" 
T o  lower production costs in industry by 3.7 per cent and 
thus ensure an additional accumulation in industry amount- 
ing to 7,goo,ooo,ow ,rubles; 
To  fulfil the program of capital investment amounting to 
rj~,ooo,ow,ooo rubles (including g,ooo,ooo,ooo rubles of decen- 
tralized capital investment); 
Tb  secure a further ibcrease in the state material and finan- 
. .  
cia1 reserves. 
Such are the principl items of the state plan for 1941. 
As rtpds the various -branches of the national. economy, 
the provisions of the plan are as follows: 
Iaduqtry 
The proposed increase in output of means of production 
and articles of consumption by the industries of the U.S.S.R. 
will be seen from the following figures: 
1940 1941 (plan) Increases 
(Millions of rubles) per cent 
Production of means of production 83,gw 103,600 23.5 
Production of articles of 
consump tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '53,600 58,400 9.0 
You will thus see that the increase in the output .of articles 
of consumption will besaccompaqied by an even more rapid 
increase in the output of means of production. 
This more rapid increase in means of production i s  indifa- 
tive of the 8progressive character of socialist society, which is 
furthering its productive forces. 
The increase in various items of production in 1941, taking 
the level of 1940 as loo, is as follows: 
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 16 
Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 111 
Electricity . . . . . . . . . . . .  114 
Iron . r . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . .  12 1 
Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 22 
High quality rolled steels 123 
Aluminum . . . . . . . . . . . .  166 . 
Copper . . . . . .  . . 131 8 
Nickel . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '99 
Molybdenum . . . . . . . . .  : 428 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Locomotives 142 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Freight cars 194 
. . . . . . . . .  Machine tools- i 28 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cement 138 
Timber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  136 
Paper . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  124 
. . . . . . .  Cotton fabrics 11 1 
. . . . .  Leather footwear 1 1 1 
. . . . . . . . .  Refined sugar 127 
Canned gods  . . . . . . . . .  .I24 
. 
In accordance with the Decree of the 'Preiidium of the Su- 
preme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. of July lo, 1940, the plan for 
1941 demands a decided improvement in the quality of goods 
produced. Ail branches of industry are confronted with new 
tasks with regard to quality, such as the output of more effi- 
cient machinery, ~f various high-grade metals, and of new, 
up-to-date equipment. , 
The iron and steel industry is to increase the output of 
special alloy steels as compared with 1940 by loo per cent, of 
special sheet steel by 85 per cent, and of high-speed tool steel 
by 125 per cent. 
The non-ferrous, metal industry must ensure the output of 
high quality non-ferrous and rare metals in no way inferior in 
standard to those of the technically advanced capitalist coun- 
'tries. 
I have to mention this because the People's Commissariat of 
the  on-~erro& Metals Industry has not yet drawn .all the 
lessons it should krom the decision of the Central Committee of 
the CJ.S.U. regarding the quality of output of the plants of 
that commissqiat. 
The machine-building industry has to ensure the mass out- 
put of new kinds of equipment, highly efficient machine tools 
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and presses. In particular, the output or automatic and semi- 
automatic machine tools is to increase by 76 ,per cent. 
The industry of the U.S.S.R. has eve7 opportunity of not 
only fulfilling, but even of over-fulfill- the plan for igql. 
The level of p rd~c t ion  attained. in the fourth quarter of 
1940 has created a solid basis for the fulfillment and over- 
fulfillment of the 1941 pro@&. As an example, I will cite the 
programs for the output of pig iron and of freight cars. 
In the fourth quarter of 1940 the average daily output of pig 
iron had already reached almost 95 per cent of the average 
daily output provided in.& $an for ig41 Hence, in order .to 
fulfill the yearly plan, all the metallurgists have to do is to 
increw output by about 6 per en! as compared with h e  level 
of the fburth quarter of ig4b. It is obvious that this plan not 
only cah bk fulfilled, but oveffu1fil1'ied. 
Or take the prodtiction oftfreight cars. The actual average 
daily output of, cars h the fourth. quarter of 1940. already 
amounted to go pef'cent of the average daily output planned 
for 1941. Consequently, all the car buildel's have to do in 
order to fulfil the plan for 1941 is to increase output by about 
13 per cent as corhpared with the fourth quarter of 1940. It 
is obvious that this plan too not only can be fulfilled, but 
overf ulfilled. 
' AIl that is necessary is to mobilize the unutilixed potentiali- 
ties and resemes of 'our industry. 
One of these potcnfialities and resemes is the full utilization 
of existing machinery. 
The 'results of the census of machine tools and presses, to 
which Comrade ~alenkov his already referred, testify to an 
eriormous g-rciith in 'the number of metal~cutting machines, 
forgifig machiaes and presses in the industry of the U.S.S.R., 
and to the ihmense potentialities of our machine-building 
industry. 
Censuses of metal-working lpachinery were taken in 1932 
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and in 1940. During this interval the total number of metal- 
cutting machines in. the industry of the U.S.S.R. had increased 
by 250 per cent, and of forging machines and presses by 200 
per cent. This increase is significant of the immense advance 
in the development of industry, and especially of the machine- 
building industry, during the Second and Third Five-Year ' 
elan periods of socialist construction. 
However, these results of the census also show that our 
metal-cutting machines, forging machines and presses are 
being utilized altogether unsatisfactorily. The census disclosed 
that on Nov. 1, 1940, there were about 46,000 machine tools 
and 8,000 forging machines and presses at our plants, both 
operating and under construction, which had not yet been 
installed. 
Furthermore, on the day of the census, Nov. 1, 1940, 70,000 
machine tools and 15,~uo forging machines and presses were 
standing idle. They were standing idle either because of re- 
pairs or for various causes connected with the general working 
of the planp: untimely delivery of tools, fixtures and stock, or 
shortage of workers. 
If from the total number of. uninstalled and idle metal- 
cutting machines we exclude those ,that were in process of 
installation or under repair, as well as those which the plants 
considered unfit for use, even so we get 6ver that were 
not installed, and, of those that were installed, .g8,ooo that 
were standing idle, or a total of 68,000.. The value of this 
reserve of the Soviet machine-building industry may be seen 
from the fact thqt in q2g, its best year, the United States of 
America turned out about 65,000 machine tools. 
Another potentiality and yesewe for the development of in- 
dustry is the improvement o f  production technique, the use 
of perfected machinery and the introduction of more advanced 
technological methods. Allow me to cite a few examples in 
illustration. . : , :  . . .  
# .  
%a, 
. , 
0 
of subsequent t r i d n g  being necessary. me effe& fg .to'&I 
it# 
=asp; the rnawn. rof tnetal dowed. for !machining; in maqy 
:: a;. perkctly. . smooth: surface is obtained, and the time 
spent dn machining and .the expenditure of metal are reduced., 
Leitaae ..cite as an, instance, the productiqn .of part No. 24 at 
the. dkfelatwr .Ma&imBuilding Works. r . - . h i  
> 3 
3 , i. , \ ,  I . , , I ' Fmging Stamping 
Pradudion .tiw .(minutes) . . . . . . . . . . . . . i oo , ' J .  
Percentage qf tuqings, . and , ,waste to , '.. ' I 
, / .  net , [ .  ? .  - weight i d$sart I ; -  . . !  : .  , .  , . .  . J G  . . ,- . . . . ~no-130  40-50 
: E9 sb~uld k mentioned : t b t  stamping, of course, requires 
mze: pwet;fwi and precise waacbineq. and entails the making 
af>&djq~;tSuapiRg nray:be employed hal l  mass production ar 
serial production machine-building p-! , . . .) I ,. 
. iTbk& *ample: ;AuL$omatic .w&l-bg,.wi&h bare eleotrdw .by 
the .-rn@W ikvdc)ped %B? the . ~ ~ e & ~ ~ i p g  Institute of the 
Ukrainian  cade em^ 'of Sdmces. The:esmnm. of this method 
ie: qwigh- g - 5 b ~ e .  ele.~%rde, the 
a y q  of flux.. Tbis protective 
layer cu~%centrates the heat and the metal .me1ts more quickly. 
Prated1  b$:.tli& dsyer 'd  B u n  the mtdten metal, and come- 
quswly && wt$ddd. &am,. 1cantqain8: r~ pern&io*s admixtures 
~ ~ ; g t w l ~ p  . h i g h  : i&t .,qualities. . The : more rapid 
prowag idaf. . l ~ ~ t i o b . ,  :the i ." ~ l k ~ t d ~  .the t ,  a;u,20matic appliation ' of 
8 . .  ;rind !@Iea&eit ,tbq lautomaki6, uampl?Etment of i the 
weZdiag;~@aahia.eii ,&ct t a~ xxhl8aerabIe :sBvbg of time 'and 
l a i k * .  Rnodu~tii~tyi .ofl . l k k  iincreasest ias mmlu as: !five to k n  
tima. a d .  the: mpedituie ;qf .labo~- s ~ d  &woerial is reduced. 
. ' : twide ad-n! d method bf . au-atic weldi~g is 
quite f e ~ i b l ~ ;  d in faq ~asexi.ti& at f-y of our .machine- 
,worLs,$n: the ship-. and ~on~~eoost~uction . jobs: . 
, F w  i & ~ P 5 4 i  Machine : tool8 w&( m15omatic measuring 
appl ian~,  :Tk: easeace of pMs *stem .is as .dollows: The corn 
mon method of measuring a part in proices ofdmachining -dam 
not enolve the :necessary precisision .ad reduces - the. efficiency 
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of the machine since, to be measured, the part has to be 
removed and the machine stopped for the purpose, entailing 
a loss of time. By the method of automatic measurement, an 
appliance is attached to the automa5ic machine tool which 
makes it possible, without the .int&ention of the worker, 
and without stopping the machine or removing the part, auto- 
matically to check its quality and readiness. Automatic meas- 
urement ensures accuracy of work and considerably reduces 
spoilage; it curtails the time the machine is idle by 20 or go 
per cent, and enables one worker to operate three or four 
machine tools instead of one. Although automatic measure- 
ment may be applied in a very wide field, it is still being used 
all too little at our plants. 
I Thus, you see, the use of up-to-date machinery and techno- 
logical methods creates ( vast additional potentialities for the 
growth of our industry. ' 
A third potentialityt and reseme for the further p w t h  of 
production lies in reducing production costs and ixtting down 
the numerous overhead expenses: 
The profits of socialist igdustry are increasing frmn year 
tayear. Tlie netkprofit of the plants of the industrial People's 
~chmissariats of .the + U .S.S4R m m n t e d  to 5,~oq,om,ooo 
rubles in 1938, and 8,~oo,o~01x, rubles in- ~ggg,  , and rose to 
nearly i ~ , o o o , ~ , o w  rubles in 3940: As4you know; the capital- 
ist law of profits .does rotb hold sway in. Soviet industry; The 
policy of the Party with regard -to the development of the 
various branches of industry is guided by the interests of the 
victory of socialism and the preservation of the Soviet *Unibn's 
independence in relation to the lcapitalist world, and not by 
the amount of profit. If this had not been .so, i t  would not 
have been heavy industry, but- the flour-milling and distilling 
industries that would have developed fastest of all, since they 
are the ' more profitable. 
Nevertheless, the elimination of 1o& in industry and the 
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lowering of cost of production are a task of prime importance, 
for it puts the plants on a sound basis, increases their working 
capital, and helps to accelerate production. It therefore can- 
not be regarded as normal that certain important branches of 
; industry are still running at a loss, as, for instance, the timber 
. . industry in 1940, where a lose of 11 or 12 rubles was incurred 
: + on every cubic meter af timber, and in the shale industry, 
, where in 1940 a loss of 33 rubles was incurred on every ton 
of shale quarried. 
Opportunities of reducing overhead charges and production 
costs are- literally to be found on every h d .  Take spoilage. 
A number of plants are obviously failing to cope with the task 
of turning out good quality producr. Losses due to spoilage 
at the plants of the machine-building People's Commissariats 
and of the People's Couanakuiat of the Iron and Steel Indus- 
try amounted in 1940 to. a ,but  g,ooo,ooo,ooo rubles. If this 
spoilage were. reduced by half it would mean a net additional 
increase of output to a value of i,ooo,ooo,ooo rubles. 
One fruitful means of lowering production costs is to reduce 
overhead expenses. These expenses are far too high. There are 
too many office employees at the plants compared with the 
number of workers. 
In the, plants of the Union and Republic People's Commis- 
sariats there were 75 office employees to every 1,000 workers 
in 1937, go in 1939, and 87 in 1940. As you see, in. 1940 tbe 
proportion of office employees to workers dropped a little, 
but it was still considerably higher than in 1987. The propor- 
tion of office employees can and must he reduced at least to 
the level of igg?,, which, in fact, is provided for in the plan 
for igqi. This will furnish an additional labor reserve for 
production and reduce unproductive charges. 
In order to be able to utilize all these and other potentiali- 
ties for the growth of our industry, we must develop the system 
of giving material induce men,^ to workers to fulfil the plan 
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well and, economically, and must therefore thoroughly terad- 
icate equalitarianism and unfairneu in the payment of labor 
at the plants. . $ . <  
Unfairness and equalitarianism .st& persist . in industry as 
between auxiliary workers and basic psoductive .workem::.as- 
a mle, the auxiliary workers have lighter standards of output; 
what is more, not sdiicient supmision is exercised to see that 
these standards .are$ oJbsemd. .. . : . , ?  : .  - 
Unfairness also exists with regard to the. payment of the 
labor] of businesst executives and engineexing and .technical 
personnel at the plants: executives who get their plans ful- 
filled, and . p s e u d ~ - e c i s  who do not, are remunerated 
equally. If this' unfairness is eliminated and a proper system 
of material inducement adopted, new potentialities 60r the 
growth of our i n d q  will be created. ' t r c p  , I , .  ( , 
Such are the ~ovisions of the plan for i94r in, ,the sphere 
0 .  of industry. . . . i I >  _ \ .  
. : . s4gr;icultu*re .. . . 
I shall now pars to' agricultiue.. The year I g4d' was * marked 
by the further consolidation dt the collective farin 'system and 
the further progress of agriculture. Of the.heasures taken 'by 
the Party and the &verfirnetlt tb consolidate the coIlecrive 
farm system in. the pk t  year, the most important %re the 
following: $ 
First, measures to protect the socioMed land of thc collec- 
tive farms froin being squand&d. Theses me&urek nipped 
in the bud the tendenty to illldtv Ifre sdope to privatl'proi,ei;ty 
relations in' our 'countryside, *f&t khich Comkade . 
. ' Sialill 
+ , .  t , <  had w m e d  the Part&' - ' . ' , 
Second, the adoption of' the. systeh - 'af calculiiting the 
amount of produce from tillage an8 stokkbGeeding td be dkliv- 
ered to the.state o n  rhe basis of thea number of d i e s  of land 
in each collective farm. This~dkision has given a spur to' the 
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initiative of collective farmers in developing socialized farm- 
ing, especialy socialized stockbreeding inpthe collective farms; 
Third, the decision of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. 
and of the Council of People's ~ornmissars of the U.S.S.R. 
relating to additional payment for the labor of collective farm- 
ers in the Ukrainian Republic for increased yields of agricul- 
tural and livestock pro&we. 
These decisions and measures are historical in the matter - 
of developing and consolidating the victory of socialism in 
the countryside. They are helping to further and strengthen 
socialist agriculture. The role of Blanning i n  agriculture has 
also been enhanced. The .indices of the plan -of crop yield 
- and livestock productivity now acqwirea greater validity in con- 
nectibn with the additional paymeat* !for labor of collective 
farmers who exceed these indices. Thus- planning in agricul- 
turethas. acqnired a trbmendbus additional force. ' 
The inczease af dre aieabf the prin2ipal' imps envisaged in 
1941 is as follows: . , 
MiJlions of Per ;en t 
q - 
, ,I > A  ) I  . hectares * of 1940 
.........,. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total crpp are? ..,; :, 157.0- 103.9 
Including:, . . t  . . 
' Grain crops . .  .I.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I i 1.1 
, . . . . .  100.2 
1ndus&a1 crcjps . . . . . . . .  : . : . . . . . . . . . . .  I 2.0, 101.7 
. . . . . .  Vegetables, melons and potatoes i I ~4 1'1 ?.g 
. 
. I  Fodder mops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 22.5 ' 124.3 
These figures show: ' 
! 
1. That the area of' all crops' is to increase an avGage 
. . 
'by nearly il per cent. 
t .  
n 2. T h a t  the increase in &ea ii to be 'la&est of all'in'the 
case of fodder and vegetable and melon crops. 
3. That the grain area is to remain hrnost the same as& 
, ' 2 I I . '  . 1940. * 
!: ' " I !  
* One hectare equal% g.471 acr9. ! , 
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This change in the structure of the .cmp area is mainly con- 
nected with the adoption of a correct crop rotation system and 
with a considerable increase in the fodder area. 
' Thete is likewise a considerable increase in the gross harvest 
of grain and industrial crops. The &oss harvest of grain in 
1940 increased by 7.9 per -cent, ot sugar +beet by. 18.6 per cent, 
of sunflower seed by I 3.2 per cent, - and of potatoes by 2 5.6 
per cent. ' t i  I 
In spite of the unfavorable weather conditions of the year 
1989-40 (unusually severe hosts a . protracted spring* aad . 
drought conditions inl the East), the grass harvest of grain and 
industrial crop& in 1 . ~ 0  greatly ~exceeaed .that of 1913, which 
wan a favatable y m  .for agricultured. aird af succeeding yea~s, 
The cotton ad Bax crops sin qp, althatzgh they' oonsidtirably 
exceecl rhoBb; u@.-~glg' (cotton by -nqol per cent and ftax by 
50 per cent), napeh&dew fell .short of the - provisions ; of the 
plan, a -fan ta ttha arpns of the Pe~ple '~  Commirsikriat 
of Agriculture and the local Party organizations should pay 
particular auenricm. 
The 1941 plawprovides for a further inaease in the gross 
output of agriculture: grain, raw cotton, flax fiber, 'sugar 
beet, potatoes, etc. The gross grain harvest should inaiase 
in 1941 to about ~,goo,ooo,ooo poods, chiefty on account of 
increased c r ~ p  yield. P I  , I 
In this con~ection, it is highly important to1 note. the in- 
crease of grain crops in the Soutlleastern and Eastern regions 
of the U.S.S.R. In the Volga region, a. grain crop of g 3 ~ , ~ o , -  
om poods 'was 'obtained in ig40, which exceeds the -mop of 
1919, considered to be the best harvest year Russia had known, 
by gn per cent. 
The share of the Eastern regions 'in the iota1,pin crop of 
the Soviet Union has irkreased conside&bly. In spite of 
drought conditibns, the grain crop in these areas . in 
amounted to 1,48n,ooo,ooo p d ,  exe@kg the level of iglg 
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/by 88 per cent.Thus a reliable. gr;1Jnaq for the peoples of the 
Soviet .Uniorz h a  been created in t&e Southeastem and Eastern 
parts of our country. 
The number of machines employed in k8fimltun in the 
Soviet UIlion has increased: In 1g4o the number of tractors 
increased to ~j~g,ooo, as compared with 483.000: in 1938, and 
the iumber of harvester combines to i8n,ooo, as compared 
with r ~ ~ , m  in 1938:This in addition to many other kinds 
of machines, simple. and .c=om$e~ Wit& this madiner), as 
a bas5 7 t . b  pnogneac of socialist.agriculture has become stabk. 
TbnLO tg the' 'm&ria4s*,taW -by the Cexitral Committee 
@i ) the ; C.P.S3U. iiih CbYncil of People's .Cornmissam of 
the USSRrm birooruager&dizd stockbreeding-the, fixing 
of minimum nuzpk1& @tkd fn. the collective farms. and the 
adopion i of: a ,pq.:;wr~:6a& I $OF the determination , of meat 
deliveries tu the statwthe : q2aect3v$i fztxaw d.rbv able to register 
-impm#.a&. gutcbsstb in the ' m z a t i i d n  )of livestock dkpart- 
meats, .in : tbOl iinmme oE - stock and ia ' hi@er jproductivity .of 
ani:md:h&&yi.. :, 1 L 1 , -. f 
. Digriqg;.t@e:fiFat dumz 1 yea~srof the Third Five-Year Plan the 
, nutnber. of : &es$ackr. depamente. in rhe :mlledve #arms in- 
" , ,  I !, ' 
, , .  )irn.r, ~ a n . 1  Increase 
. .  , ' . I ,  . . i9j8 ' 194i percent 
Total numbet -of liv&toclk:departd . = 
lxmnts'' , : .K  .: ;. . . ; r e ,  . . ..'. . . . . . . 3 4 7 9 ~  618~0qt.1 . 78 
. I 
1gp.- , ag4 .m - 77 
. . . .  . . , . . . .  7l.ooo 216,000 no4 
. * ! ,  77.000' i68.000 118 
. $7 the ,b&&.g of,. l g p  1, br @wry 100 collective. farms, 
there was an av- of 96t livestock depxtments, . gncluding 
99 Yr)rge -hw@ cattle L & p a r w t s y  91 sheep depqtments and 
The increase in tcitaln head of draught add ptoduce animab 
in then. m1iecthe f m r  dudag- chis period was' as follows: t ,- 
. A : ? . ,  ' - a  
. .  bxga ho$af$$ cattle .-easled, to ... . ; ... aa,wo,m~ . 
. ..Sheep ? ~ d  goats:~pwpqd to; ,. ... d .  . . . .  ,! 4~,goo,ooa .. 
Pigs ipcrqapcd- to,, .-.....-.. ;: : . . . . . . . . . .  .i A ,% 8,oo~,e,ooo 
Hdkes' increased tb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r . . . . .  
. I  . '  . >,.. . , r -  a .  ; - -  f ! > . '  t 4 ,  14,400,000 A , , .  , f :  . 
The numb= of large, hbmed cat&; owped by *he .alle&e 
farms~&a%vmd the d ~ o f a ~ o  was:equaLtto. the 8 ~ a L . i n  a11 
m a n y  in .xg~8. W .Germany $is $ightly:i fa (a 
muntcy ¶in st&&e&qg is highly ~ w ~ ~ o Q & ! .  J - ' i 
1a. pursuance. 06T@ehi9bes .d :the caE3ektive f&mSp the; 194% 
plan, provides, fop? & bhmgeF i igigxww :in$ co~,-lectiv#[ -3 lhk- 
0ti~9E~i viz.:. dlatge & 19- per aat&dudin# :- 
nt..; ;:!: ,.: c , * ~ L 2  , i  
af &e~~ld.6&.E: l a m  :-no 
upon our additional potentialities and eliminstd:sbmer:-i- 
ings. bd ; the mlerBti& d ! iqp i m $he ipm : of ,the 
organs , of the. RmpM8 iofi &gridtute! andl. of 
the People's Commissariat of stake F-arm. - ~xh&cfbllowi~lg, a t
least, G s t  bet regarded shQrtamiq5: of this kind: 
. t >  I: L ' L r ~ a e t $ ~  'and %+;titer combines standing idle even dur- 
ing the busiest .perids of tha.,~~iqy&w3il year.. +:. , ; i 
-n; Lmes ?of p i n n  ad indugtrial mops, , especially, wing 
, , 
I - 
to delayed harvesting. f . 2 f t z : - , . q  ,, ; $. R&& , GxceSSf$C l&s&b 'f !  '&&bree&&, ' & '&&I- 
\ .  , *,:r, , ..: j' Pf * . ,, ,r 
.. , - . . .   f i i ~ & t  &t '-t%, pw4& Yof ~toclr pmduai~~ty,,  : ! 
4. The' &ct that a paft of the collective farmers do not wbrk 
the m c e w  :ininbuni ntmiber ~#fi:daj9, %dit&*hiib &e eetfect 
of retaining 'hidden :labor srae& 2a agricuMdte.i : - - . ,  
~Thii i -adoptioh,, :foilowing the estabpld %td- t'he * Ulrrahe, :of 
the system of additional payment for the labor at! colleaive 
a6 - 
fanners, who secure more than the planned yields of aflcul- 
turd c r o p s  and pmductivity.of livestock will help still more 
to rally the collective farm peasantry in the effort to achieve 
the further pFogress of .socid;ist agriculture. . 
Such are -the (principal provisions of the plan for 1941 in 
the sphere a of agrku1tul.e. ! 
. I  r . - .! L c ~ , i . + i .  - :  
> ,  
. I ;" ,r Tr'lanspwt' 
. ', . < -', , t ~ ~ - ~ ~  , t' - : , . , : I .  , , ; -  ; ,  
I now pass to the question of t ran~~pr t .  The increasing 
o ~ t p u  t of pbq, *$oMal- economy of ,the' q ~ n t r y  from ;ear+ to 
year makes gppring ide$u;u?ds oq tbp rail , ~ g d  water, transport 
senicesin ,reSlpkSct; ,to tbe moyement of Gas4 ipm$ties of freight, 
The ; trapport , . , ,  servi~s! reqqire increasing .apau.nts of equip: 
mpnt- ,With. the g;roy@g !?eight txafEc ~ f .  tQ9 ~ountry, : there 
is, a :godw.  ncy$ $9 ;~ati~naJize, its organization, 
- 'ireQeatc. war hiLq ryedcd the, tremgndous imprtance 
of the transport services to the life of a c o u n ~  .or pgople.: 
MQ R?yerP. $ it q jaes to be independent,, c a ~  dispense 
vj@; a bighlY; .deysbped fl&. . I . r 8  an$ sea routes, ; put thg . V>.S.R, 
i s  r r ~ t  . &ly . -, ;t q a  .poye~; i t  +an$. this is ,-re. importapt-a 
big railw+(, po,wei T h e  imprtwcg . . of. raiJvayg, to. the U.S.S.R. 
is just as: great, ,? : the. importance of a ,  fleet, is, to a big sea, 
power* (.?;;, ,<! . a , ; ,  . . ! . * !  .' ' f 9 ,  . , . & - ,  , I  r r .  , , 
. .  In ,% pvk, few, yeps fhs, ~ e n t r d ,  (bmpifge:  af it& C.P.S.U. 
and the C~vpqi4 ~f P%qpple's: .Coppissars ,Q€ &e ,w;S.R. have 
shown spgs+& iipgrqs in+ ,the' needs of *e,, u ; r  services, 
and. bv?, . 40va , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? & ~ i  :fpr , Q e *  ,ip~rqy4tqe~t. - The, has- 
tilifks. in ~&i&.~@g,  &@ mi ~vas  . invo!yqd, +t the; end .of 
and @ : Che ?g;inp&g, pf:, 4 9 ~  . slyqyed , that* in witq :of 
individual shortcomings, our railway system succesfully !cope@,$ 
and yi?! w,d?ybt@Jy ke ; abJe . t ~ .  cw,e p p h ,  with .the mobil- 
i.v+oq ~ e ~ u i ~ % q t s ,  :of , ~ r :  ~ q 4  m y C  . . , 
,?F 1 &/ 1, freighf : traffic, ~ 3 1 .  ;n=re+se f?lIows: %Rail freigw * .
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' to 49 ~ , o m , o o o , ~ '  ton-kilometers, or by 4 per cent. River 
freight to ~63~oo,ooo,ow torrlrilometers,~or b y  28 per cent. 
As you see, the purpoee of the 1941 pm is to achieve a much 
more rapid increase of river-freight w&c.in order to relieve 
the railways and to provide water. ta-anspdrtation for the rap- 
idly increasing volume of freight. Thanks .to the mnstruction 
and development of waterways-the Dnieper-Bug' Canal, the 
Moscow-Volga Canal, and the reconstruction of the Mariinsk 
system-the river tramport service has every opportunity of 
fuIfilling this pro@a!m , ' 
One important means by which freight t d E c  may be in- 
creased in the propd+tions and directions. rqilijred by the 
nations1 .economy is' tb' pdt - &n ma to irrathndlr fidciulirge, that 
is, to : excessive ~orr~&*stanct hauls and moss-hau.ls. A reduc- 
tion 'bf the tiine fr&igkt is' 4h Parnit lowers the cost of produc- 
tion of goods andrshmtens thk timC tequired far theirproduc- 
tion and, c o q u e n y :  accel&aies the rate CSf exfenkled social- 
, <  . . '  ist reproduction. a t ,  > )  , . . ' . _ I . ,  I 
Yet a'oss-hauls and excessive 10ngaiStance hauls a.fe still aH 
too '7eommon. 'Alth~~gh, in the 'ag@i!gat&j ' the"1ength of haul 
in 1940 sometvhat leis thain in 1939; nkwftheless the aver- 
age"length of haul of s ~ &  mass go&% & coal and timber 
increased in 1940, rhther than; dW&d.'Let me cite a '  few 
examples of irrational haulage that occurred in 1940. 
F o k  h m & d  and seventy 'thdubftil .tons of cod from the 
Kuznitsk Basin ii-i Siberia wee. 8ondigned to Central Asia, to 
the area of the Tashkent and '~bhkhabad Railways. Yet the 
requirexrients of the' Union Rcpubliis~ bk Central A*ia, includ- 
ing the requirements of- the- dildys themselves, may be more 
than &med ' by extracting cdal ' Ioally, where there are very 
' >  large decpsitb. t i '  , 
b and a half million tonti of coal from the Kuznetsk Basin 
in Siberia were consigned in rM6 to the area' of the Kuibyshev, 
Kazan an& Garky Railways, and even farther' west, ,in spite 
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of the fact that there are fairly considerable deposits of coal, 
shale and peat in kheurals and the central areas of the Saviet 
Union. 
This irrational, or excessive, hauling of cod, the lion's share 
of which is consumed by the locomative itself in the, process. 
should\ be discontinued. What is needed fot this is to increase 
the mining of coal in the central regions, in the Urals and in 
Central Asia. What is further needed is that the People's Corn- 
misariat of Railways and .the State Planning Commission 
institute real control  over freight tdk 
Owing) to - the .&lay of the Pmple'~ G~missariat of the 
Iron and. Steel Industry &doptLng ~rewt~gqs to end the nar- 
row specialization of rolling mius -id to :elidnate> the short- 
tomings ;in the brganizs~ti~ of:&e& supply, knterdistrict aoss- 
. hauling bf. metal &ill amtia~es. In iag$@; aeirjoo,~,.to& of
metal were lco~igned fraaq; amd goo,ooo <torn consigned to. 
d i s t d ~ ~ i n  the -Ukrainian: 3%publi~; fTw+o ;million tons of metal 
were consigned from, and i , 4 o ~ , m  tons consigned to, districts 
of the: Wrals. While a,&oo;ooo ' tons of me~al* owere kamigned 
from. : the. ccntial . re~ions, l :g,zjoo,bw @ d b  wete oomeed to 
&em i Eight- hun&& : tbawndi tons ,ofc metal were consigned 
frma the Norahwestem districts at the: same tinie. that r , o o o o  
tom:were kbnsignd to them. Thus we haw' 'districts .c&ign- 
ing . large ' quantities of metal-. and at tlie same &ime 'bringing 
in large quantities from.ot$er districts in the revere direction'. 
Owiltg - t ~  the. failure of!. she People's Cs~mmi&at of 'the 
Iron and4tpl Iadustry to-earqout:the decision bf the Eight- 
eenth Congress of the 1GP4S.UA ; icelatire to the qwning .up $ of 
manganese mines is mew :ctisuicas, for the nekds of the Urals 
and. Siberia, the :latter . continue! to- procure &eir , manganese 
ore from 4ar-o& =T~&nscaucasia ;and the Ukraine; In ig$o, 
185,000 ,tans were consipkd .fFom Chiaturi and. Nikopol to 
the Uralals, and cp,ooo tons todistricts in Siberia. Yet at the 
same gime the rich rnahganesedeposits in the Northern Urals 
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ahd Bashkiria are stiU being inadequately worked by the 
People's Commissari<at of. the Iron and Steel Industry. 8 
Hence the additional opportunities for improving the work 
of the railways by putting, an end ts";irrati~nal haulage are 
still {far from being utilized Yet if the average length of haul. 
and hence of cat run, were reduced by' even ten kilometers 
compared with 1940, it would enable the railways to increase 
their daily loadings by nearly 1,500 Gars. a t  
In 1941 the !railways will be assigned 6,~oo,ooo,ooo rubles 
by the state for ~api~~inves tment ,  which exceeds the assign- 
men@ made in. ~ g p o  by ;nearly 55 per cent. The number of 
new cars to be suppli&, to: the railways in. $94 I wiM be almost 
double that of. the prtvkxw year. . - ' 
The prime task &aq:faw the railways is. to Bee -that 1 their 
chief proper t ie~pqanef i t  way and rolling s tock~are . in 
propereorder and: to enlarge the capacity of congested lines and 
sections which .ate reducing the e8Eiciency of the entire rail- 
way system. . , 
- A p t  from certain special 'lines and sectibns which it is 
incumbent on the People's Commissariat of -Railways to ex- 
pand in 1941, a~ention should also be paid to increasing the 
capacity of the Urals railways, which until now have not been 
fulftllIng their programs. This state of affairs -should be .ended 
for good, since the Urals railways are a highly important 
factor in the national emnomy of- the Soviet Union. 
Big potentialities lie in -speeding up the circukdion of 
rolling stock. The tremendous reserves at7 the' disposal of the 
railways ?are shown by the following facts. I 
Iny 1940, of the average circulating time of a freight car- 
19 per cent was spent in actual movement, i r per cent at 
intermediate station% 21 per cent in loading and unload- 
ing, and '49 per cent in mmshalling and other operations. 
In igqo the average circulating t h e  of freight 'caks wis re- 
duced several hours as compared with 1939. However, the 
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pdteh*~itie 'here .are still :mry-gzg!at.: A imduc~ion .in the x i s :  
culating time by 3 or 4 per cent as a result of curtailing tiwe 
~preriijltn~loadin& and utllaadirig a d  in mkrshallirrg md.other 
operatiom would ijnable  he railwa)a to increase cart lading2 
by borne 3,500 cars a day. . . 7 .  , ' , 
; Bdt4:ithe national :economy .poss&esc . *even greater. . pot&- 
tiajitiks. for! inmchsing frei@t. traffic .in- . the;. c a e  . ,of water 
t~ns$o+r t .  The U.S.S.R. is dfle -0- the richest countries -in the 
w~rid with. regard' to waternap.<. . * . . . . , I I , .  . , - .  
' :Although tcriiter~borne $+3e1g& .;showed an increase in 3 940,- 
it is still below what the <plans call for, and is still not~eliev- 
ingt. the raikwys suAicieartr1y.i !$he :position ,is parrioulmly un- 
satisfactory with )re&ad.- iti6 ihii ~iver . mwpartationr of * such . 
freight : ,aai :timber, . :buildliag ldm&ials, . C-l and : oil. Let me 
givelta- kw ex$rmpBe~j?~tl,-j~~.~; - ~ - s i  ,#I - . ,$< i ! :  - b e . .  7 .  ? 7 ,  .f - %  ! 
.o&, and - a + d h P l f  1niiilSori tbm of. timber  are bmqht byBy' mi% 
to ~Lenirrgrd land. thd 1 Uaipgmtl ~ l h g b m  e u q  yai. 4Yeq &kt 
h p l e ' s ~  ( j*d&as 1 & &e. Riqra :Fleet i has: ;&eq+."iC)- 
t m i t y ~  4d rcirgankdq-- tlre nl#hipment ,of -this .rimberL by T~awl;,- 
via .the . ~ h i i t e ;  : $e;~;d)&tiky Cabal and \ $hie MariWsk : -sys~m.: 
This i s  demanded by the. interest$ both' d lahe #national e m +  
8 .  
c < - ,  , - :  . . bmy:qd  of'&& raiiba,s.(.a-+j:.: t b  1 .  . - ,., , : . % r . ,  f . : f .  . I - ,  
In 1944 about 1, sbo,ooo tons . a# , . < i m k  were delivded bf 
rail to stations on the Ordjonikidze and Transcaucasian Rail- 
ways. This freight ynigb .bave.-heqn. qi$rely entrust& to the 
water t;rampoq service. Yet the delivery of t i m b ~  via the 
V&I@ 'it& 'thkl C&spihi to diitiias $ti ir'& ~Chdj61r~kidzi T ~ & -  
ioq ; &d ~ ~ ~ ~ b ~ a i g  i s  iirq +& atijfaceOifily 'sy. 
;&&plebs df Fl&et.'' 1 : + i . 
' Ri*& -rispion ig 'jtgl biijifig 
I t r - i&ad&quktely iitiliied to re1i~v.e' 
t&j ra~lw&~s: 'df. &if m'. : ijlhn for ' ail- $hip:me~t;ri . .cit&. 
n ~ t  :firifi~w : ifi 1 9&3 &&;-:fn - p ~ g ~ l ~ ~ , A  it -'dds !$of f~ l f i i fkd;  
in respect to oil shipped north from Astrakhan along'tlie 
V6;1g&' T ~ C '  Pedplk!k ~d&niid&ihk ' bf the ' 'River '  lee t '&a 
. . 
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have to increase the carriage of oil by water considerably in 
1941- 
Data relating to the utilization of the river fleet testify to 
the existence of big unu tilized potedtialities for increasing 
water-borne traffic. . T 
In 1940, owing to untimely completion of winter repairs of 
vessels, the People's. Commissariat of the River Fleet failed 
to fulfil the program with regard to towed traffic alone by 
nearly i ,po,ooo,ooo~ ton-kilometers; in piirticular, the huge 
Volga oil-carrying fleet fell pjo,ooo,00o ton-kilometers short 
of its plan. 
In addition, owing !ta delays in summer .repairs of vessels, 
the People's Commhmriat of the River Fleet under-fulfilled 
the i9& plaq for bulk fteight by 700,000,000 ton-kilometers. 
The urgent duty of the water transport service is to reduce 
the idle -time of river -maft, which is still excessive, improve 
the, quality. of -airs :of :,wse'kv especially winter repairs, and 
effectively utilize. bur countrybast waterways. All the condi- 
tions arcthere fbr our water :.tramporti .workers to fulfil and 
even csver4mlfil the pian, thk kt@ plan%. of. .increasing watex- 
borne freight tin 194.1 by 28 +per, mot. . ! - 
Such are the principal provisions of Ehe -plan of 1941 in t  
the sphere of water transpt.  - ;, 
. , 
> .  I 
I now. pass to capital developmept. The plan of cqnstruc- . 
tion and geographical distrib~tiog of plants in 1941 adopted 
by the Central Committee of .ih ,G.P.S.U. and the Council of 
People's Commissars of the V.S,S.B. $ an imposing one. It 
mobilizes t&e national economy of the U.S.S.R. for the. accom- 
plishment of new. and great t+ks in the. cons~ct ion  of 
socialism. 
 he program of capital investment in the 7JS.S.R. exceeds 
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investments in 1940 by over 50 per cent. This program 
reflects the progressive advance 'of socialist society. What is 
the reason for this substantial incease in capital investments? 
It is' due to the argent demands of our development and the' 
expansion of socialist industry, to the necessity-of accelerating 
the accomplishment of the task of overtaking the principal 
capitalist countries economically. 
Out of a total. of ~8 ,oo0 ,ow,o~  rubles of centralized capital 
i. investments; industry accounts for go,6oo,ooo,ooo ruble;, or 
71 per cent above the 1940 figure. 
The biggest increases in capital investments are in the 
lowing branches of national economy: 
. Percent  
Increase over 1940 
Iron and Steel . . . . , . . .  . . . . .  122 
Non-Ferrous Metals . . . . . . . . .  93 
Oil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  123 
Power Stations . . . . . .  . 148 
Machine Building . . . .  . ioe 
In the svuctu~e of our capital investments the policy of our 
Pakty can be dearly perceived. This policy is designed for the 
further advancement . of socialist industry and, consequently, 
of the entire national emnomy of the U.S.S.R. 
The plan for 194 1 envisages substantial changes in' the geo- 
graphical distribution of the new plants. The volume of capi- 
tal consauction :work in the Union Republics in 1941 as 
compared d4th 1940 will increase as follows: 
In the. R.S.F.&R. the increase amounts to 50 per cent. 
Specifically, the capital investments in the Urals and Western 
Siberia will increase by 58 per cent, in the Southeast by 66 
per cent, and in the North and' Northwest by 147 per cent. 
Here new and powerful industrial bases of the Soviet Union 
will be created. Now that. the frontier of the Soviet Union in 
3s 
the vicinity of Leningrad has been rectified and the security 
of Leningrad greatly. enha&&, the Central Committee of 
the Party and the .Council of People's Commissars of the 
U.S.S.R. find . & possible to invest odnsiderable amounts of 
capital in the industry of Leningrad&% and the  eni in grad 
Region in 1% isb , . . 
In t&e Ukrainian S.S.R. the capital invesments in national 
economy in 1941 ,will increase by 76 per cent, the @crease 
being mostly in. the machine-buildi~g~ - metallurgical and 
chemical industries and in the transport senrice. Big capital 
investments will be made in the national economy of the 
Moldavian S.S.R., especially in its industry and transport 
services. 
In the Byelorussian S.S.R. capital investments are to be 
increased by 45 per cent. The fastest development will be 
shown by the fuel and -chine-building industries, power 
stations' and transport. 
The rate of increase of capital, development in the Trans- 
caucasiw Union Republics will be higher than the average 
for the U.S.S.R. as a whole. Capital investment in the national 
economy of the Georgian , S.S-R. -will increase by 1.01 per 
cent, of the Armenian 3.S.R. by r35 per cent, and of the 
Azerbaijan S.S.R. by a a s .  per cent. The biggest. investments 
will go to the oil, -machinobuilding, iron and steel- and non- 
ferrous metals industries. . .  
In the Union .Riepubli& of Central Asia the biggest in- 
creases in capital inwtmem will be the 0% coal and non- 
ferrous metals industries and in .imigat%n works. Capital 
investments in. the national ec~nornp of.  the Tadjik S.S.R. 
will increase by 89 per cent, of the Kazakh S.S.R. by, ij1 per 
cent, of .the Kirghiz S.SR. b y  per cent, and of the Turk- 
men; S.ScR. by 72 per cent. The :largest assignments for capital 
investments wiU :go to the national econbmy of the Uzbek 
SS.R., where. lar local source of coal supply is being created 
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and the construction of the Chirchik hydro-electric power 
station ' and nitrogen fertilizer plali t is being conxinned. 
In the Karelo-Finnish S.S.R. capital investments are to 
increase by 280 per cent. The quickest rate of development 
here will b e  shown by the iron and steel, the non-ferrous 
metals, and the timber,. cellulose ahd paper industries, by 
power stations, and by the transport services. 
The' Lithuanian, ~atviari -and Esthonian Soviet Socialist 
Republics will iri ' 1941 be cartying out a program of construc- 
tion of socialist enterpriSed #oror the first time. The machine- 
building, * fuel, power ahti'. &tile - industries will be greatly 
deve10ped. Thti ~ptopoi-tion~ of - socialist industry in the na- 
tional economy of thepxB;dtic?llepublics will iacreaie in full 
accord with- theJ .interntit@ &f:&e : workers, peaants and intel- 
lectuals. of the; new - ~otii41ist: Saviet Republics. 
The. program of ''inbease of capital investments provided 
far ih: the 1941.tplan lq& serious obligations on the People's 
Cornxhiss~h~s rbhd bn; &e Party organizatib in' the lotali- 
ties. The assigned quotas of miitterials and madhinerf must be 
uaM't& tb& h1hrll;lbcal praduction of buililing materials must 
be expah&d to rhe'ufmcfst, '&d contingents of building :work- 
, , en  tiained in -goad, time. . . 
The 1941 plan of capital construction for the country as 
a .  who16 ~ptOVi)cE&i1 for consauction work. on P .SSS. plants, of 
whikh a,k s 3 w@fl :be sew, constructionI job. or plants already 
under,ca~t&crion, and 1742 plants already in aperacibn which 
are befag exp&hded and mmmtrukted. I , 
,In triew. df this ' Wad. scale of cobtmct ia  of new plants, 
it is hig&lye imporis-n~ :to, arrarige for ;the pptoper economic CO- 
opention of itheifutrire plafits%$vithh a& k!c@~ontic area. The 
industrial Peopk?s8&&8fiats sbuid be reminded of this 
highly important task, for many of them are not showing 
proper! mneern for 'the.)s~pply af. their future plants, even 
for such supplies .asp catiligs, parts a d  semi-manufactutps. 
Anybody who r d o n s  upon securing these elements of pro- 
duction from.outside, all  the more from other economic areas, 
may encounter very grave inconveniences when it comes to 
starting operations at the new plants. It is the col;gmissariats 
that must plan for the supply of theuuture plants and must 
arrange for it first and foremast with& .the economic area 
concerned. 
The state plan provides. for 1,576 industrid, plants being put 
into operation in 1941 full or in part; of,thpe, 1,s~ will 
be new plants and: q ~ g  lneconstructed plants. . . ,  
T h e  new p'odwaiw mpac$ties and plsurts to be ~onstruaed 
and put into o m t i o n :  in the various branches of isdustry 
. under the state phn oft r MI we. .as fplhws; 
. , c o d  )industry: ?itti with jn a t e  apacity of q,ow,v  
tons per year ta ,he st;gted; incluidzxqg .nn,m,ooo tons in. the 
d i & e s  of the -.Pmplt$r Cammiwiwiat, of the .Coal Industry. 
Oil i n d w t ~ ~ : .  Wells. to an . ;rgrgr.ega:te . depth of 3 i.~o,ooo 
meters to be &11&. aJ,gg8 nwlydriJled wgils and la5go for- 
merly idle wejh to start. operating. ) , . , ,  . ' .  , 
P o w  irndurtly: 3nstallations with a total, cap@tyd 1 i750,- 
ooo k>i.Eowatts to .be started, including. S lg,ooo , kilowatts at 
district power stations of the People's Qmmissariat of Power 
Staticmsi .! 1 ! , . ,  % a  , ,,, + . ,  
: Iron nnd steel indw1.y: (a) new blast ,furnaces yith a total 
annual capacity of tons of pig ironI, st@ furnaces 
with - -a total +ap;kcity of %,~89,ooo $om, new . Besqemer ;con- 
verters, coking ovens, rolling ,mills, aiwd$y pl-ts, and 
iron mines to Be. started; (b) r n s ~ . c t i o n .  of 'the follawing 
nm ~metallurgiwl. :plaPts 7 to $e s ~ p d e d : , , ~  a secoad : metal- 
lurgical plaDt in ~iberia,-twrr .plm@ in .the Urals, and plants 
in Transcaucasia, .the . EasdeFinniqh ,'ILepublic and. in- ; the 
Vologda Region . . , . ) . .  . a 
Machine building: (a) construction of a heavy, kngineering 
plant in Siberia, .a heavy crane plant in Sibria, a large forg- 
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ings plant in the Ukraine, three forging machinery plants in 
.the Ukraine, two in the Urals, and &hers in the Volga Region 
and Western Siberia; ' (b)' constructiod of new machihe-tool 
plants: heavy madine-tool plants in the' IfraFs and 'Siberia, 
b d n g  mill plant in Sibetia, aut~matic and turret lathe phnt' 
in the Urals, grinding machine plant in the Voronexh ~egidn ,  
precision machine plant in the Penza Region, broaching 
machine plant, gearcuttiig' mamine plant and large heavy 
duty lathe plantin the Vol&'Regidn, planing machine plant 
and automa tic and semi~a~io~di ic  ma hine plant in ' ~iberia, 
lathe plant .in the 'Rfaiarn:' Regfuai,. anii multiple ' dfil'ling 
machine plant in the Yafdl5vl 'Region; "(c)' co&tructiori of 
the following electrical @kdkd $l+is: ' '$&~&er.',~~a,nt 
in die UraIs, a low t,i,kttii &hipment -plant in ' the ' Vdlga 
Region, an electric .mb& $ k t  in '~iberia, &n .d&tricd i6stru- 
ment in the &-&a'#& ~tikc~k' aid a &lay akd auto- 
:;;{ . . . +  ' . .  - 
matic appliances. pkint I@' th$ *oga Regoh.. , 
Textile industry: (a) in'si!kiladon of' SF~O,& ' c6tton'~sPiridl~s: 
@) construction id' 'cotib~i textile 'mas in' St&nsk, Bi&iaul, 
. < <, ' I . ,  
Tashkent and Kiasnoyarsk, belting pl&t in' ~s&khan, *and 
4 .  .. I , 
a carding plant in ~mslav1. 
" T& fulfillment of this of capit& 'consuucti$i' 
fdr a decided irnprovem&nt in theT work of .&= ~ e & ~ l i ' s , ' b -  
niiss&iat of the ~ u i l 8 ' i ~  Industry the buildh brgank 
i t  . 1 ,  1 .  
. - . c ,  , '  iza'tions. 
Great possibilities in fulfilling ' the $a& &' =i$italb c*ns&c- 
tion are opened up' by. exir'ess building i&.hods. Let I&! cite 
as .an egample the 'consmcti'on of k new blant :by 'the ~ e o i i i ' s  
I . i 4 7  1 . 1 .  * , I  
~ommissariat of ~ma&ients~ ' 
, A L 
In December, ' . li4b, '&&' , f,&pk'j ' ' ' kls , 
, ,  .. 
structed by the gbv&niment'i% trek a new plaht by Ap&i 1 ,  
1941, that is, within a little more than three months. Thc 
plant was to have a floor space of 19,500 quare meters, a~rd 
to accommodate several thousand workers in each shift. 
3? . 
The People's Commissariat decided to employ light stand- 
ard parts, in order to economize material as much as possible 
and have the plant ready for operation at the earliest date. 
, The plans were drawn up and approve&in ten days. All the 
preparatory work took another ten d@, the steel structural 
parts being made on ;he building site b j  the builders them- 
selves. 
The weight of all materials used in the construction has 
been reduced to one-fifth; the apount of metal required is no 
more than that 4;ed ih ordinary fe&o-concrete construction. 
Thqnks to the eliqiihation of laborioqs processes, and to maxi- 
m6m standaniizi;zidd, the number of workers is one-third of 
I .  . , *  
that usually ernp!oed . I I ,  on such jobs. 
I*' bec&ber* -;%, @ere was no sign yet of any building 
operations. NOW, - ' i ~  F,ebruary, 1941, the walls of the plant 
have been erected, 'construction parts are bking assembled, and 
the'builders promikese"to have the plant ready by the end of 
March, 194 1, that ti; in. '&i scheduled time. 
, r  \ . I  ( 
~ h i i  example shdwls ,that dl our medium capacity plants 
may * & 'built &*sia'rt'ed &hin a pe*bd of one year. 
The plan .of dpi t i i  &mtruction for 1941 proceeds on the 
assumption that builders and Party and business orgaaizations 
will bi able to & a w 4  Gith thk bottlenecks in the organiza- 
tio* 'bf constructiqn w& d*@@de ~ta l in  has told us tifne 
and ag&6 that pl&s must hot' 6e static, based, that is, only 
on resources alrealy available. There is no worse sight than 
tosee a so-called inan 'of a&ai& limping after life, instead of 
organizing it '  ahd going ahead. Our plans must be aynamic, 
so that the people who fulfill them carry the work forward, 
overcoming difficulties ,and multiplying our potentialities. 
Such ark the ' tasks. of the plan of 1941 in the sphere of 
capital development. . ,  
Material and'~zdtzdrut Standards of the People 
I now pass to the material and cultural standards of the 
people's of the U.S.S.R. 
The systematic growth'of the national income of our coun- 
try, and hence of the social wealth .and the personal consump- 
tlon of the working people, is duk to the fact that new con- 
tingents of workers, collective farmers and intellectuals are 
constantly being drawn kntb pr&uction, as well as to the in- 
creasing productivity 6f libof. ' 
The size of the working &&'ininthe U.S.S.R. is growing from 
year to year.   he h ~ b i i r ' b f  wdrkew add office employees 
engaged in the nationixr economy increased to go,4oo,ooo in 
1940, as compared. ivith' di,ooo,;& in 1937. According to the 
plan for 1941 the nu&berlbf workin ,md office employees is 
to increase to 31,600,d. 
The continued development of industry demands the sys- 
tematic replenishment of tbe working class with new, skilled 
forces and a proper'distribution of labor power among the 
various branches, and regions such as the interests of the 
national economy warrant. 
In 1940, on the initiative of Comrade Stalin, the Party and ' 
government began to create state, labor reserves by training 
skilled forces of young workers in ttade schools and factory 
training schools. 
In 1941 it is proposed to enroll an ' additional g50,ooo new 
students in the trade and railway &l~chools, and 537,000 i'n the 
factory training schools. Already in I 94 1 socialist industry 
will be reinforced by 794,000 young skilled workers who have 
been through the factory training schools. 
$9 
The steps taken by the Party and government to create state 
labor reserves are of fundamental importance in determining 
the qualitative aria quantitative composition of the working 
class, in further advancing our indusw, and in placing the 
socialist planning of the national economy on a firm footing2 
compared with ihe pr&ious ye&, the aggregate payroll of 
workers and office employees in the national economy of the 
' U.S.S.R. will increase in I& g i  I~,O~,QOO,OOO rubles, and 
will total over 175,000,000,- rubles. This tremendous in- 
crease 'id .the p'ayroll of the workers and office employees is 
a~~om'pitnied and mad& po$jihle'-b'Y a n  increase in labor pro- 
dud?iity. ' \ 
, f ,  q-: . A  9.. .<, ' ; '  D 
'''-3?$e for igjl pray& for a in per cent increase in 
, A ,  : 
pr.o&G&iiiy l a k r  asid h '6.5 L+ .cent increase in average 
wages per worker. pr~P4,*&~h liemeen increase of labor 
*~&,u&i&y uld Geerage W q e s  fi;mishes a' bask 'for lowering 
@rdia.ccon corn, and in&$ng s&idkt accumulation, and 
codstitll tes the , m&t important 'dondi tion ' for the realization 
of a highArite' of atend& &cialist rrfroduaion. , 
The iiecessiiy of a hikhkr' inereas6 in labor productivity as 
compared with increase in wages is pkiectly obvious: in order 
'tg develbp i@ produa'ive foices the nation must produce more 
, I  ' i  in anyane ye& than it'bses .up in p.wonaI% consumption. 
The state and coGberative retail tkade tuinover in 1941 
d l 1  approxi&ate 1g7,&,ooo,odo rubles, representing an in- 
crease of 22,5oo,ooo,ooo rubles over 1940. The increase of 
retail . h d e  is 'based on 'an increased output of industrial 
goods hd'agricultural produce, and on the rising incomes of 
work&s, 6olledi"e f ardners and intellectuals. 
The decision of the Central Cmmpittee of the C.P.S.U. and 
the 'Cotindl of' 'hbPle's Copmiissap of the U.S.S.R. on the 
measures t~ in&'ase the p ~ u c ' t i o n  of consumers' goods and 
foodstuffs from lodl r& materials should be a spur to local 
initiative 'in enlarging industrial and food resources, and 
will serve as a new meHns of increasing made in the country. 
It is one of the major tasks of the Party, Soviet and business 
organizations to develop trade to the utmost and to ,eradicate 
all manifestations of bureaucracy in the trading system. 
The rising standard of living of the people of the U.S.5.R 
is attended by a rise in the level of culture. State appropria- 
tions for social and cultural services, which amounted to 
35,20o,ooo,ow rubles in 1988, increased to 4 1 ,~oo,ow,ooo 
rubles, or by 18.5 per cenk: .in. ~gpo. The .draft state budget 
for. 1941 for an ipcrew in expenditure on social 
and cultural services tq, q7,@~ca~xy,ooo rubb ,  14.6 per cent 
more than in the previous. , ym-  - 
. . 
. . 
The cultural proms$ o f ,  ,&e peoples of the Soviet Union. 
is indicated by a f-qr 'in&-@ .in the ,number of school 
pupils &d university studeptqt-, ,The total number of ele- 
mentary an@. yqqpy q @ o l  .cbildcen -in the school. ymr 
1941-43 wdj &tjy2.pp,w: og : qp i v e a s e  of ! g.ll; per cent. 
~ v e r  1 949-gt.. Thg , pypbe nf pnivemity,. st~dems wjll reach. 
657,9po,,pr. ,aq' adye*? sf m o a t  13 WT .w. . : . . . . . ., 
The +apqqe ia , the .quqker of  den^,. ia, 1941 and ithe 
growt~,of . . .  , ,tpq number of Jengine~q and tecbaicims.in indw-. 
try will marlc a further step in the cultural, ,ap& 1tg&~6al:,adv 
v y m q ? t ,  ?qf the .peoples of, the, &jet  U g ~ n . .  The. people, 
their ou1t.y~. and thejr p,rqductive, .skill-&se are the decisive] 
produ,~ti~e. force, in our .society, , , , . I ,  . i 
During the period of the Five-Year Plans the soviet p ~ p l e  
have advanced tremendously in culture and in the acquisi- 
tion of technical skill. Very interesting in this respect are the 
figures of the last census in the U.S.S.R. 
As you know, the census shows that between 1926 and 
1939 the population of the Soviet Union increased by 16 per 
cent. But just see how fast the forces of skilled workers and 
intellectuals in the Soviet Union increased in the sam.e period: 
Workers : Increase Intellectuals: Increase 
Mechanics . . . . 3.7 times ' Engineers . . . . . 7.7 times 
 agronomist^ . . . 5.0 6 S Turners . . . . . . 6.8 " 
Millwrights , . .q .o  # 6 Scieptists . . . . .  7.1 " 
Locomotive driv- . ~eg the r s  . . . . 9.5 6s 
66 a Physihns . . 2.3 66 ers . . . . . . . . -. 4.4 
g' . ? Plasterers 
. . . . . 7.0 
Tractor drivers 2 I 5.0 " 
8 ,  
Such are the chief indices of the rising material and cul- 
tural standards of the peoples of the U.S.S.R. 
Comrades, the achievemenu of the national economy of the 
U.S.S.R. in 1940 have been immense. The country owes these 
achievements to our heroic people; to our Communist, Bol- 
shevik Pany, md to the leader of peoples, Comrade Stalin. 
(Loud and prolonged applause.) 
But greater still are the tasks of development that confront 
us in 1941. .The decisive cbndition for fulfilling the plan is 
control and verification of the way the adopted.plan is carried 
out in every factory, in every collective farm and by every 
Party organization. That is our most reliable guarantee 
against bumumq, a guarantee of our irresistible advance 
toward, communism, 
The historic tasks of the year 1941 will be accomplished by 
the peoples of the Soviet Union, headed by our Party, by our 
Stalin. (All rise. Loud and prolonged applause. Cheers for 
Starin.) 
Resolution 
Adopted by the Eighteenth Conference of the 
C. P. S. U. on the Report by N. Voznesensky 
T HE Eighteenth All-Union Conference of the C.P.S.U. notes that in 1940 the national economy of the U.S.S.R. 
made considerable progress in accomplishing the tasks laid 
down in the Third Five-Year Plan adopted by the Eighteenth 
Congress of the C.PS.U. 
In the first three years of the Third Five-Year Plan the 
industrial output of the U.S.S.R. increased from grj,5oo,ooo,ooo 
rubles in 1957 to 137,500.000,000 rubles in 1940, or by 44 per 
cent, including an increase in the output of the machine- 
building and metal-working industry by 76 per -cent. 
In 1940, in spite of the continuation of militaryhostilities 
at the beginning of the year, the industrial output of the 
U.S.S.R. increased by 13,6oo,ooo,ooo rubles, or by 11 per cent, 
as compared with 1999, this including -an increase in the out- 
put of the machine-building and metal-working industry by ig 
per cent. The rate of increase of industrial output gathered 
speed from month to manth throughout the year 1940 
The output of means of production in 1940 increased by 
13.8 per cent as compared with 1939, and by 52 per cent as 
compared with 1937. The output of articles of consumption 
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increased in 1940 by 7 per cent as compared with 1939, and 
by 33 per cent as compared with 1937 
In the latter half of 1940 a distinct improvement began in 
the work of the iron and steel inddry, which toward the 
end of the year achieved an average dagy output of 46,000- 
47,000 tons of pig iron, as against 40,000 tons at the end of 
1937, and an average daily output of 58,00o-rjg,0o0 tons of 
steel, as compared with 50,000-5 1,ooo tons. 
There was likewise an improvement in the work of the 
non-ferrous metals industry. As compared with 1937, the out- 
put of aluminum in igqo increased by 59 per cent, copper 
by 65 per cent, nickel by 280 per cent, and tin by goo per cent. 
However, the increase in the output of metal is not keep- 
ing up with the programs of the Third Five-Year Plan and 
still does not cover the graving. demana~ of the national ecoh- 
omy of the U.S.S.R. 
A distinct' advance, especially in, the latter -lialf of I 940, 
was made by 'the coal indusuj of the U.S.S.R. Coal output 
in 1940 increased by i g  per cent, or by nearly x~ooo,ooo tons, 
compared with 1999. In the latter half of 1940: an improve- 
ment lbegan in the work of, the oil industry, s theiaverage daily 
output rising by the end of the year to g7,~gt!,ooo- tons, 
as, comparedl with 84,000-86,mo tons toward the end of 1937. 
Nevertheless, athe oil industry still continues to fall short of 
the program of the Third Five-Year Plan.. 
The measurer taken by the. Cehtral. Committee of the 
C.P.S.U. and the Council. of People's Commissars of the 
U.S.S.R. to improve labor discipline and to increase working 
time in plants and institutions hart rwxdted in a further rise 
in labor productivity and have created &the ,conditions for a 
new industrial advance. However, .the potentialities fdr in- 
creasing labor productivity and oatput? have not yetb by any 
means been utilized to the full by a number of branches of 
industry, especially by the timber industry and the building 
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msteriars industry, which fell considerably short of ' fulfilling 
their 'plans for 1940 and are to be cansidered as badward 
branches of industry. . ' 
Ih 1940 railway' freight traffic increased -- from ggo,m,- 
m , o &  ton-kilometers .in rggg to qog,ooo,ooo,ow ton-kilo- 
meter3 sin 1940. ~ioer-bdme~ &eight increased to g6,000pooo,~ 
toh~k'il~meters~ as compared with jg,ooo.ooo,ooo ton-kilome- 
ters in 1937 and ~~ , ,GOO~OOO;O.OO ton-lilometers in 1~~39. kow- 
ever, there are grave defects ,in the work of the railways: 
irrational haulage of freight still continues, which places an 
unnecessary burden on, the ra$yap& while the restricted tr&c 
capacity of a number of 'sectione and lines has not been elim- 
inated. 
Then has been- .an int$e:&a !in the gross harvest of grain. 
&garf beet; sunflbw'e~' dj * t $ b  and vegetables. The grain 
crbp of' the U.S$.R* #'in i + f '' Yb ambunted to about 7,&m,ooo 
pcroas- 8 :, T! * ?>{I , .  
Id 19.4~1 'thee Wr ian 'in&*- k livest& 'in rhe collective 
farms: '1- liwd e t t l e  gy- I 4; per mi, plgb. .by 15 per cent. 
shrkp b;p $8' FT 'cedt. a by $3' per cent. ~ocialiied 
collective f* animal burbandry is confidedy itlcrea&ng its 
ski& hi ?hi t%IL heda -&'fWbtuck of the '&unqL 
Thee is a stea* ;irriprov&kM 'h the  aerial and. cultui-a1 
standartb of the &orking people ofbthe U:S.S.R. ye' aggre- 
@kk payroll of th~wo~liek aid affid employ& of the U.S;S:R. 
i n m e w  in t ~o ' to ing,po;boo,doo rubles, & compared -with 
& . P o o , O O ~ , ~ ~ ~  rubles in 1937 arid t 16,5m:obo,mb in 1989. 
There has been an *crease in the incorn& of the collective 
fiirmi ani? ifi 'the p&sonal incotnes of the collective farmers. 
The 'itbluhe, of capital investments ih3''the' construction' o£ 
mew plahts'arbounted in 'kg40 to nearly 38,ooo,ooo,- ruble4 
(including .about 6;@,cm~,& nibles df decentralized capital 
investmmt). Aggregate capital investments for the first three 
years of the Third Five-Year Plan totaled 108,00o,ooo,ow 
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rubles (including 1 ~,tjm,ooa,ooo rubles of decentralized capi- 
tal investment). During these three years hundreds of new 
mills, factories, mines, power stations and other state indus- 
trial establishments were put into operation, the effect of 
which has been to increase the capaci& of the coal mines by 
5 i , o o o , ~ ~  tons, the capdty of the pwef  stations by approx- 
imately P,~OO,OOO kilowatts, the capacity of the blast furnaces 
by e9900,000 tons of pig i r ~ n ,  and the capacity of the cotton 
textile mills by about i,ooo,ooo spindles. 
The Fighteenth All-Union Conference of the C.P.S.U. con- 
siders rhe further a d k e m e n t  of the principal branches of 
industry and of the natlional ecqnomy as a: whole-metallurgy, 
machine building, agriculture and transport-to be the chief 
economic task of I 941. Particularly. essential is a further in- 
crease in the output of pig iron, steel, non-ferrous metals, coal 
and oil and the ma&um. develdpment of machine construc- 
tion of all kinds. , .  
. The Eighteenth ~ l l -un ion  ~ o ~ f e ~ e n . i i  of the C:P.S.U. ap- 
pqves the state plan of national economic development of 
the U.S.S.R. for 1941 adopted by the Central Committee of the 
C.PS.U. and the Council of People's Commissars of the 
u:s.s.R., and call! upon Party, Soviet and business. organiza- 
tions to concentrate their attention and effm@ on the accom- 
plishment of the following economic tasks in 1941 : 
1. To increase the gross output of the industry of. the 
U.S.S.R. to , I 6n,aw,wo,ooo rubles, representing an increase of 
17 or 18 per cent as compared with 1940, including an in- 
crease of 23.5 peT c p t  in the industries producing means. of 
production, and of 9 per cent in the industries producing 
articles of consumption. 
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2. To  increase the output of pig iron to 18,000,ooo tons, 
of steel to 22,400,000 tons, and of rolled steel to 15,800,000 
tons. 
g. To  raise the output of coal to igx,ooo,ooo tons, of oil 
and gas to gB,ooo,ooo tons, and of peat to 3g,ooo,ooo tons. 
4. To  raise the output of the machine-building industry 
by 26 per cent as compared with 1940. - 
5. To increase the capacity of the power stations by 1,750,- 
000 kilowatts. 
6. To  increase the capacity of the cotton textile industry 
by 850,000 spindles. 
7. To  increase the gross grain crop by 8 per cent. 
8. To  ensure the average daily loading of 103,000 cars on 
the railways. To  eliminate the discrepancy between the devel- 
opment of water-born freight and the requirements of the 
national economy. 
g. To  increase the turnover of state and cooperatiye retail 
trade to 1 g7,ooo,ooo,ooo rubles. 
lo. To  increase productivity of labor in industry and 
building construction by i 2 per cent. 
11. To  lower production costs in industry by 3.7 per cent 
and thus ensure an additional accumulation in industry 
amounting to ~,~oo,ooo,ooo rubles. 
12. T o  increase the number of pupils in the elementary and 
secondary sc.hools to 36,200,000, and of students in the higher 
educational establishments to 657,000, so that total expendi- 
ture on social and cultural measures shall reach 48,ooo,ooo,oot-~ 
rubles. 
13. To  fulfil the program of capital investment, amount- 
ing to 57,000,000,000 rubles (including- g,ooo,ooo,ooo rubles of 
decentralized capital investment). 
14. T o  secure a further increase in the state material and 
financial reserves. 
The Eighteenth AU-Union Conference of the C.P.3.U. ex- 
presses its fum conviction that all Party organiz+ions will still 
further develop socialist competition ampng the working class, 
the collective farm peasantry and the irfOeligentsia and ensure 
the fulfilment and over-fulfilment of the plan of national eco- 
nomic development of :tb& U.S.S.R. for q p l .  
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